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Summary

- New widget system
- Contextual administration
- Flexible front page layout
- Control Panel reorganization
New widget system
Extremely easy to create a many web site (s). It takes seconds!!

- Widget categorization
- Customize / Delete existing widgets
- New icons
Extremely easy to create a web site. It takes seconds!

- Create new custom widgets
- Configurable, custom list of posts
- Embed videos, images or external widgets from any other website
- Create slideshows on the fly
- Get social
Contextual administration
Tomasz Strzalecki
Assistant Professor of Economics
Harvard University
(email)

Recent Publications
- A Simple Axiomatization of Quasi-hyperbolic Discounting
- Premium for Early Resolution of Uncertainty
- Behavioral Competitive Equilibrium and Extreme Prices
- Second-Order Expected Utility
- Probabilistic Sophistication and Variational Preferences
- Depth of Reasoning and Higher Order Beliefs

News
Contact
Bio and CV
Papers
Coauthors

Contextual admin links
1. Change logo
2. Site information
3. Or configure / remove any other widget
Quick access to the current section layout and settings
Flexible front page layout
Added 4 new, optional regions (widget containers)
Control Panel reorganization
New, lighter theme browser / picker
Privacy

- Make your site Private
  If private your site will only be available when you are logged in, regular users will see a message and be given the option to log in.

- Should an activity be recorded when you create a post?:
  - Record an activity message
  - Do not record

- Should an activity be recorded when you update a post?:
  - Record an activity message
  - Do not record

- Anonymous Contact
  When this is checked a user does not need to be logged in to contact you.

Admin Menu

- Display Admin Menu Bar.
  The admin menu bar displays at the top of the page when you are logged in as a site administrator.

Google Analytics

Enter your Google Analytics ID:

Entering your ID this will send page and visitor data to your Google Analytics account. Go to the Google Analytics site to set one up. Your ID will be in the format UA-XXXXXXX-XX.
which would change the look and feel of any site in one click.

Removed “News” section

Thursday, November 3, 2011
You can still access
- New activity in your site
- The log of all activities.

Tomasz Strzalecki
Assistant Professor of Economics
Harvard University
(email)

New Paper on Beta-Delta
September 19, 2011

Jose Louis Montiel Olea and I just completed a new paper. We show how to simply axiomatize the beta delta model using the time dimension. This suggests a nice experimental measurement technique. Comments welcome.

Ec 1030: Psychology and Economics
 Semester: Spring
 Offered: 2012
 FAS course page

Psychological concepts include social preferences, impulsivity, bounded rationality, loss-aversion, over-confidence, self-serving biases, hedonics, and neuroscience. Economic concepts include arbitrage, equilibrium, rational choice, utility maximization, Bayesian beliefs, game theory. Integrates these psychological and economic concepts to understand behavioral phenomena such as portfolio choice, saving, procrastination, addiction, asset pricing, auction bidding, labor supply, cooperation, persuasion.